
Healing in Nature 

There's a lot of healing to be found outside. A lot of softness to be found in  

nature, if you know where to look. That's not to ignore the sharp fangs and the claws and 

everything dangerous and hungry out there. All I'm saying is that I know the way the sunset rests 

in the clouds can soothe the soul. I know the smell of petrichor- earth after rain- hanging heavy 

in the air and light in your throat. I know that rivers of running water sound like laughter you can 

wrap yourself in and that the sky will calm you, if you ask it nicely. 

Some summer days, I walk down to the lake and everything feels clearer-  

so obvious and cyclical. I know I will be okay the same way I know the geese will come back in 

the summer. The same way I know everything will come back in the summer, unfrozen and 

blooming again. I can see myself go through troubles like aspens go through fire. I can watch 

myself regrow, stronger. This is what I know by heart: the sun sets itself gently into the lake 

every night and yet the sky welcomes it back with open arms every morning. This is how I was 

taught forgiveness.  

This is how I was taught love. We feed a little black cat at the edge of the  

backyard, and she keeps returning to us. A group of fireflies glow together, and we run to catch 

them until our lungs give out. We always let them go, after. That's the most important part- the 

letting go. The birds build a nest in our alcove. The eggs are blue like blue was made specifically 

to be speckled on robins’ eggs. When the eggs hatch, they are brought food. They are protected 

from danger. They are taught how to fly. They are taught how to let go.  

The river smooths the rocks or turns them into sand. Everything that is said to  



the river is carried to the sea. Everything buried in the woods becomes soil rich for something 

new. There is nothing wholly uncaring about this world. It gives you poison ivy and 

forget-me-nots in the same breath.  

Some summer evenings, I see deer on my way home. I pause and they  

pause, and for a brief second, we are not threats to each other. We are not unkind or sharp-edged. 

I take the balm of being seen by something that cannot judge me and apply it to my heart. The air 

is cleansing and honest. I inhale as much of it as my lungs will hold and they bound away.  


